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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Chaucer redirects here. For other purposes, see Chaucer (disambiguation). English poet and writer Jeffrey ChaucerPortright of Chaucer (19th century, 19th century, Bornc) 1340sLondon, EnglandDied25 October 1400 (1400-10-25) (aged 56-
57)London, EnglandAfter the placeWeston AbbeyAutorpophiloferophiloferocitomateEraplantagenetSpuse (s)Philippe Rowet (m. 1366) ChildrenElizabeth ChaucerThomas ChaucerAgnesLowys (Lewis) ParentsJohn Chaucer (father) Agnes de Copton (mother) Signature Jeffrey Chaucer (/ˈtʃɔːsər/; c. 1340s -
October 25, 1400) was an English poet and writer. Widely considered the greatest English poet of the Middle Ages, he is best known for Canterbury tales. He was called the father of English literature or, alternatively, the father of English poetry. He was the first writer buried in the so-called Poets' Corner
at Westminster Abbey. Chaucer also gained fame as a philosopher and astronomer, composing a scientific treatise on astrolabe for his 10-year-old son Lewis. He retained his career in public service as a bureaucrat, courtier, diplomat and member of Parliament. Chaucer's many other works include The
Duchess's Book, House of Fame, The Legend of Good Women, Troulus and Crisis. It is seen as crucial in legitimizing the literary use of the middle English language, when the dominant literary languages in England were still French and Latin. Origin left: Jeffrey Chaucer's weapon: Behind pale argent and
gules, bend counterchanged. Right: Chaucer's weapon (modern), adopted by his son Thomas Chaucer and later re-quarted by his heirs de la Pole Dukes of Suffolk: Argent, the chief gules of the common lion of the rampant double queue or. A seemingly discernible version of Burghersh, the family of his
heiress wife. Chaucer was born in London, most likely in the early 1340s, although the exact date and place remain unknown. His father and grandfather were London winemakers, and several previous generations were merchants in Ipswich. His surname comes from the French chausseur, which means
cobbler. In 1324, his father John Chaucer was kidnapped by an aunt in the hope of marrying a 12-year-old daughter in an attempt to preserve a property in Ipswich. The aunt was jailed and fined 250 pounds, which is now equivalent to around 200,000 pounds, indicating that the family was financially
secure. John Chaucer married Agnes Copton, who inherited the property in 1349, including 24 shops in London from his uncle Hamo de Copton, who is described in a statement dated April 3, 1354, and listed in City Hustings Roll as money who is said to have been a moneyer in the Tower of London. In
Hustings Roll 110, 5, Ric II, dated June 1380, Chaucer calls himself Galfridum Chaucer, Johannis Chaucer, Vinetarii, Londonie, which translates as: Jeffrey Chaucer, son of John Chaucer, winemakers, London. Chaucer's career as a pilgrim, in the early 15th century, the illuminated manuscript of Elsmir's
Canterbury tales While records of the life of his contemporaries, William Langland and the poet Pearl, are virtually non-existent, as Chaucer was a public servant, his official life is very well documented, with nearly five hundred written items testifying to his career. The first of Chaucer Life Records appears
in 1357, in the household accounts of Elizabeth de Bourg, Countess of Ulster, when he became a page nobility through the connections of his father, a common medieval form of apprenticeship for boys in chivalry or prestige appointments. The Countess was married to Lionel, Duke of Clarence, the
second surviving son of King Edward III, and this position led the teenager Chaucer to a tight court circle, where he was to stay for the rest of his life. He also worked as a courtier, diplomat and civil servant, and worked for the King from 1389 to 1391 as a clerk of the Royal Works. In 1359, in the early
stages of the Hundred Years' War, Edward III invaded France, and Chaucer traveled with Lionel Antwerp, the 1st Duke of Clarence, Elizabeth's husband, as part of the English Army. In 1360 it was captured during the siege of the Raims. Edward paid 16 pounds for his ransom, and Chaucer was released
for the equivalent of 11,610 euros in 2019. Chaucer combs the head of a unicorn with a canting hand roet below: Gules, Three Catherine Wheels or (French rouet and spinning wheel). Evelmham Church, Oxfordshire. Perhaps the funeral helmsman of his son Thomas Chaucer After that, Chaucer's life is
uncertain, but he seems to have traveled to France, Spain and Flanders, perhaps as an envoy and perhaps even going on a pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. Around 1366, Chaucer married Philippe (de) Roet. She was the daughter-in-law of the queen Edward III, Philippa Heino, and the sister of
Catherine Swinford, who later became the third wife of John Gonta. It is unclear how many children Chaucer and Philip had, but three or four are most often cited. His son, Thomas Chaucer, had an distinguished career as chief butler of the four kings, envoy to France and Speaker of the House of
Commons. Thomas' daughter, Alice, married the Duke of Suffolk. Thomas's great-grandson, John de la Pole, Earl of Lincoln, was the heir to the throne appointed by Richard III before he was overthrown. Jeffrey's other children probably included Elizabeth Chosi, a nun at Barking Abbey, Agnes,
accompanying the coronation of Henry IV; and another son, Lewis Chaucer. Chaucer's Treatise on Astrolabe was written for Lewis. According to tradition, Chaucer studied law The inner temple (hotel court) at this time. On June 20, 1367, he became a member of the Royal Court of Edward III as valet de
shambre, yoman, or Esq. His wife also received a pension for working in court. He has traveled abroad many times, at least some of them as valet. In 1368, he may have attended Lionel Antwerp's wedding to Violante Visconti, daughter of Galeazzo II Visconti, in Milan. Two other literary stars of that era
were present: Jean Froysart and Petrarch. Around the same time, Chaucer is believed to have written the Duchess's book in honour of Blanche of Lancaster, the late wife of John Gaunt, who died of the plague in 1369. Chaucer went to Picardy the following year as part of a military expedition; in 1373 he
visited Genoa and Florence. Numerous scholars, such as Skiat, Boytani and Rowland, have suggested that during this Italian trip he made contact with Petrarch or Boccaccio. They introduced him to medieval Italian poetry, the forms and histories of which he would use later. The purpose of the journey in
1377 is as mysterious as the details in the historical conflict of the record. More recent documents indicate that it was a mission, together with Jean Froissart, to arrange a marriage between the future King Richard II and the French princess, thus ending the Hundred Years War. If that was the purpose of
their trip, they seem to have been unsuccessful as no wedding happened. In 1378, Richard II sent Chaucer as an envoy (secret dispatch) to Visconti and Sir John Hawkwood, an English condotaire (leader of mercenaries) in Milan. It was assumed that it was Hawkwood, on which Chaucer based his
character Knight in Canterbury Tales, to describe the same as the 14th century condominium. Chaucer's 19th-century portrayal of a possible indication that his career as a writer was appreciated came when Edward III provided Chaucer with a gallon of wine daily for the rest of his life for some uncertain
tasks. It was an unusual grant, but given on the day of celebration, St. George's Day, 1374, when artistic endeavors were traditionally rewarded, it is assumed that it was another early poetic work. It is not known which of Chaucer's last works sparked the award, but his proposal as a poet to the king puts
him as a precursor to later poet laureates. Chaucer continued to collect the liquid stipend until Richard II came to power, after which it was converted into a cash grant on April 18, 1378. Chaucer received a very substantial job as a customs controller for the Port of London, which he began on June 8,
1374. He must have been fit for the role as he continued in it for twelve years, a long time in such a position at the time. His life goes without for most of the next ten years but it is believed that he wrote a letter began) most of his famous works during this period. He was mentioned in legal documents
dated May 4, 1380, involved in raptus (rape or capture) Cecilia Chaumpaigne. What was meant is unclear, but the incident seems to have been quickly resolved with the exchange of money in June 1380 and left no stain on Chaucer's reputation. It is not known whether Chaucer was in the City of London
during the Peasant Uprising, but if he had been, he would have seen his leaders pass almost directly under the window of his apartment in Aldgate. Working as a controller, Chaucer appears to have moved to Kent, having been appointed one of the commissioners of peace for Kent, at a time when the
French invasion was possible. He is believed to have started work on Canterbury Tales in the early 1380s. He also became MP for Kent in 1386, and took part in this year's Parliament. He was apparently present for most of the 71 days he sat, for which he was paid 24 9s. After that date there is no
reference to Philip, Chaucer's wife, and she is believed to have died in 1387. He experienced the political upheaval caused by the Appellants Lords, even though Chaucer knew some of those executed in the case quite well. On July 12, 1389, Chaucer was appointed clerk of royal works, a kind of master,
organizing most of the king's construction projects. No major work was started during his tenure, but he carried out repairs at the Palace of Westminster, St George's Chapel in Windsor, continued to build the wharf in the Tower of London and built stands for the tournament, which took place in 1390. It
may have been a difficult job, but she paid well: two shillings a day, more than three times his salary as a controller. Chaucer was also appointed custodian of the King's Park in Feckenham Forest in Worcestershire, which was largely an honorary appointment. Later life, buried in Poets' Corner,
Westminster Abbey, Chaucer was also marked by this stained glass window at Southwark Cathedral in September 1390, records say that Chaucer was robbed and possibly injured while doing business, and he stopped working in this capacity on June 17, 1391. He started as a Forester deputy at the
Royal Forest peterton Park in North Peterton, Somerset on 22 June. It wasn't a sinecure, with maintenance an important part of the job, although there were plenty of opportunities for profit. Richard II granted him an annual pension of 20 pounds in 1394 (approximately 25,000 euros/$33,000 in 2018), and
Chaucer's name disappeared from the historical record shortly after Richard's overthrow in 1399. The last few entries in his life show that his pension is renewed by the new king, and his taking in the lease for the residence at the end Abbey December 24, 1399. Henry IV extended the grants awarded by
Richard, but Chaucer's complaint against his Wallet suggests that the grants may not have been paid. The last mention of Chaucer was on June 5, 1400, when the money he owed was paid. Chaucer died of unknown causes on 25 October 1400, although the only proof on this date is an engraving on his
grave, which was established more than 100 years after his death. There is some speculation that he was killed by the enemies of Richard II or even on the orders of his successor Henry IV, but the case is completely circumstantial. Chaucer was buried in Westminster Abbey in London, as was his right
because of his status as a tenant of a nearby abbey. In 1556 his remains were moved to a more ornate or ornate tomb, making him the first writer buried in an area now known as the Poets' Corner. The relationship with John Gaunt Chaucer was a close friend of John Gaunt, the wealthy Duke of
Lancaster and father of Henry IV, and he served under Lancaster's patronage. Towards the end of their lives, Lancaster and Chaucer became brothers when Chaucer married Philippe (Pan) de Root in 1366, and Lancaster married Philippa's sister Catherine Swinford (de Root) in 1396. Chaucer's book
about the Duchess (also known as The Duchess of Blaunte's Diet) was written in memory of Blanche of Lancaster, the first wife of John Gonte. The poem refers to John and Blanche in the allegory as the narrator relates the tale of The Long Castel with The White Walls/Be Seynt Johan, on the arm of the
ryche (1318-1319) who mourns grievously after the death of his love, and goode faire the white color she het/That was my name ryght woman (948-949). The phrase long castel is a reference to Lancaster (also called Loncastel and Longcastell), walles white is considered an oblique reference to Blanche,
St. Johan was the name of John Gonta, and ryche hil - a reference to Richmond. These references reveal the identity of a grieving black knight of poems like John Gont, Duke of Lancaster and Earl of Richmond. White is an English translation of the French word blanche, implying that the white lady was
Blanche of Lancaster. Chaucer's short poem Fortuna, which is believed to have been written in the 1390s, is also believed to refer to Lancaster. Chaucer as a Narrator openly challenges Fortune, proclaiming that he has learned who his enemies are through its tyranny and deceit, and declares my
suffisaunce (15) and that above himself the hut maystrye (14). Fortune, in turn, does not understand Chaucer's harsh words to her, because she believes that she was kind to him, claims that he does not know what she has in store for him in the future, but most importantly, and eek thou hast thy bestend
frelyve (32, 40, 48). Chaucer objects: My frend maystow nat reven, blind goddess (50) and her to pick up those who are just pretending to be his friends. Fortune turns her attention to the three princes she begs to free Chaucer from his pain and Preyeth his beste frend his nobility / What a som Beter estat
he can atteyne (78-79). It is believed that the three princes represent the Dukes of Lancaster, York and Gloucester, and part of Line 76 (like the three of you or tweyne) is believed to refer to the 1390 ordinance, which states that no royal gift can be sanctioned without the consent of at least two of the three
dukes. The most notable in this short poem is the number of references to Chaucer's beste frend. Fortune states three times in his reply to the plaintiff: And also, you still have your best friend alive (32, 40, 48); she also refers to his beste frend in the messenger appealing to his noblesse to help Chaucer to
a higher estate. The narrator makes a fifth reference when he rails at Fortune that she shouldn't take his friend away from him. Chaucer's attitude toward the Church should not be confused with his attitude towards Christianity. He seems to have respected and admired Christians and was one of them
himself, although he also acknowledged that many people in the church were corrupt and corrupt. He writes in canterbury Tales: Now I ask all those who listen to this little treatise or read it that if there is something in it that will please them, they thank our Lord Jesus Christ for it, from which all
understanding and kindness comes. Literary works Portrait of Chaucer (16th century). Hands: Behind the pale argent and gules, the bending counterchanged Chaucer's first major work was the Duchess's book, Elegy for Blanche Lancaster, who died in 1368. The other two early works were Anelida and
Arcite and House of Fame. He wrote many of his major works in a prolific period when he held the customs inspector's job for London (1374 to 1386). His Parlement fouls, The Legend of Good Women, and Troyl and Criseyde all date from that time. He is believed to have founded Canterbury Tales in the
1380s. Eustah Deschamps called himself a nettle in chaucer's poetry garden. In 1385, Thomas Usc made a glowing mention of Chaucer, and John Gower also praised him. Chaucer's treatise on astrolabe describes in detail the form and use of astrolabe and is sometimes cited as the first example of
technical writing in English, indicating that Chaucer was versed in science in addition to his literary talents. The equator of the planet is a scientific work similar to the Treatise and sometimes attributed to Chaucer because of his language and handwriting, an identification that scientists no longer consider
Influenced by Chaucer's linguistic portrait from the 1412 manuscript of Thomas Hoccleve, who may have met Chaucer Chaucer wrote in a continental accent-syllable meter, a style that has evolved in English literature since about the 12th century as an alternative to the alliterative Anglo-Saxon meter.
Chaucer is known for metric innovations, inventing the royal rhyme, and he was one of the first English poets to use the five-step line, the ten-log cousin iambic pentametre, in his work, and only a few anonymous short works used it before him. The arrangement of these five-string lines into rhyming pairs
of couples, first seen in his The Legend of Good Women, was used in most of his later works and became one of the standard poetic forms in English. His early influence as a satirist is also important, with a general humorous device, amusing accent of the regional dialect, apparently making his first
appearance in Riva's Tale. Chaucer's poetry, along with other writers from that era, is credited with helping to standardize the London dialect of middle English from a combination of Kentish and Midlands dialects. This is probably exaggerated; the influence of the court, chance and bureaucracy, of which
Chaucer was a part, remains a more likely influence on the development of the standard English language. Modern English is somewhat distancing from the language of Chaucer's poems due to the effect of the Great Venus shift some time after his death. This change in the pronunciation of the English
language, still not fully understood, makes reading Chaucer difficult for a modern audience. The status of the final -e in Chaucer's verses is uncertain: it is likely that during the period of Chaucer's writing the final -e fall out of spoken English and that its use was somewhat irregular. Chaucer's versification
suggests that the final-e will sometimes be voiced and sometimes silent; however, this is still a moment of disagreement. When it is voiced, most scientists pronounce it as a seam. In addition to the spelling, most of the vocabulary is recognizable to the modern reader. Chaucer is also recorded in the
Oxford English Dictionary as the first author to use many common English words in his writings. These words were probably often used in the language at the time, but Chaucer, with his ear for general speech, is the earliest source of the manuscript. Acceptable, alkaline, quarrels, amble, angrily, app,
irritation, approach, arbitration, armless, army, arrogant, arsenic, arc, artillery and aspect are just some of the many English words first drilled in Chaucer. The literary broad knowledge of Chaucer's works is solidified by many poets who imitated or responded to his works. John Lydgate was one of the first
to write a sequel to the Unfinished Chaucer Chaucer while Robert Henryson's covenant of Cressid concludes With Cressida's story, it remains unfinished in his Troyla and Crisida. Many manuscripts of Chaucer's works contain materials of these poets, and later confessions of the poets of the Romantic era
were shaped by their inability to distinguish later additions from the original Chaucer. Writers of the 17th and 18th centuries, such as John Dryden, admired Chaucer for his stories, but not for his rhythm and rhyme, as few critics could read average English, and the text was slaughtered by print, leaving a
somewhat unspoturable mess. It was only at the end of the 19th century that the official Jeenserian canon was decided, largely as a result of the work of Walter William Skiat. About seventy-five years after Chaucer's death, Canterbury Tales was chosen by William Caxton as one of the first books to be
printed in England. English Chaucer is sometimes considered a source of English folk tradition. His achievements in the field of language can be seen as part of a general historical trend towards the creation of folk literature, like Dante's, in many parts of Europe. A parallel trend in Chaucer's own life was
based in Scotland thanks to the work of his slightly earlier contemporary, John Barbour, and was probably even more common, as evidenced by the example of the poet pearls in the north of England. Although Chaucer's language is much closer to modern English than the beowulf text, so (unlike Beowulf)
a modern English speaker with a great vocabulary of archaic words can understand it, it differs enough that most publications modernize its idioms. Below is an example from the prologue Tale Invocation, which compares Chaucer's text with a modern translation: The original text of the modern translation
This frere bosteth that he knoweth helle, This monk boasts that he knows hell, and God is woot that it is a litel miracle; And God knows it's not surprising; Freres and feendes were but lyte asonder. Monks and villains are rarely far apart. For, pardee, you han ofte tyme herd telle For, God, you often heard
tell How that frere ravyshed was to hell As the monk was brought to hell In the spirit of them visioun; In spirit, once a vision; And as an angel ladde hym up and doun, and as an angel led him up and down, To shewen hym peynes that were to show him the pains that were there, in al place saugh he nat
frere; He did not see a monk in all the places; Of the oother folk he saugh ynowe in wo. Of the other people he saw enough in grief. To this angel spak frere tho: Unto this angel spoke monk in such a way: Now, sire, quod he, han freres swich grace now sir, he said, has friars such grace That noon hem
shal come to this place? That none of them came to this place? Iss, get this aungel, Million! Yes, said the angel, many millions! And to sathana he ladde hym doun. And to Satan the angel brought him down. And now the hut of the Sathana, he said, and now Satan has, he said, the tail, Brodder, than
carryk is sayl. Wider than the galleon sail. Keep your tayl, you sathanas! - quotes him; Hold your tail, Satan!, he said. - shewe forward Thyn ers, and lat frere se Show your ass and let the monk see where the nest freres in this place! - Where the nest of monks is in this place! And ER that half furlong wey
space, and up to half furlong space, right as bees swarm from hyve, just as bees swarm from the hive, from develes ers ther gonne dry from the devil's ass were banished Twenty thousand freres on the route, twenty thousand monks to the rout, and hellghout helle swarmed al thure, and throughout all
hell swarmed about all the hell swarmed about , and Comen agayn as fast as they can go, and came again as fast as they could go, and in his ers they crepten everychon. And everyone snuck in his ass. He clapped his tayl agayn and lay ful stille. He closed his tail again and lay very still. Valentine's Day
and romance The first recorded Valentine's Day association with romantic love is believed to be in the Parliament of Chaucer Birds (1382), a vision of a dream depicting Parliament for birds to choose their companions. In honor of the first anniversary of the engagement of fifteen-year-old King Richard II of
England with fifteen-year-old Anna Bohemia: For it was on seynt Volantynys dayWhan euery bryyth there chese his makeOf euery kynde that men thinke mayAnd that so heuge noyse gan they doThy erte y eyr and tre y tre s euery lakeSo. to stonde, so ful was al place. The critical reception of the Early
Critic of the Poet Thomas Hokkliv, who may have met Chaucer and considered him a role model, hailed Chaucer as the first finder of our fair langage. John Lydgate referred to Chaucer in his own text Fall of Princes as lodesterre... our language. About two centuries later, Sir Philip Sidney praised Troyla
and Crisade in his own defence of Posey. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, Chaucer was seen as a symbol of the country's poetic heritage. The manuscripts and the audience of a large number of surviving manuscripts of Chaucer's works testify to the enduring interest in his poetry before the
arrival of the printing press. There are 83 surviving manuscripts of Canterbury tales (in whole or in part) alone, along with sixteen Troulus and Criseyde, including a personal copy of Henry IV. Given the devastating effects of time, it is likely that these surviving manuscripts represent hundreds since they
were lost. Chaucer's original audience was courtier, and would women as well as men of the upper social classes. However, even before his death in 1400, Chaucer's audience began to include members of the growing literate, middle and commercial classes, including many Lollard's sympathizers, who
may well have been inclined to read Chaucer as one of his own, especially in his satirical writings about monks, priests and other church officials. In 1464, John Baron, a tenant farmer in Agmondsham, Buckinghamshire, appeared before John Chadworth, Bishop of Lincoln, on charges that he was a
Lloldard hereman; he admitted to possessing a side of the Kaunterburi tales among other suspicious volumes. Printed editions of The Title page of Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, c. 1400 William Caxton, the first English printer, were responsible for the first two folio editions of Canterbury Tales,
which were published in 1478 and 1483. Caxton's second seal, in his own account, occurred because the client complained that the printed text was different from the manuscript he knew; Caxton helpfully used the man's manuscript as its source. Both Editions of Caxton have the equivalent of
handwritten power. The Caxton edition was reprinted by his successor, Wynkyn de Worde, but this edition has no independent authority. Richard Pineson, the Royal Printer under Henry VIII for about twenty years, was the first to collect and sell something that resembled the publication of Chaucer's
collected works; however, in the process, he introduced five previously printed texts that are now known not to be Chaucer. (In fact, the collection consists of three separately printed texts, or collections of texts, linked together as one volume.) There is a likely link between The Pineson product and William
Tinn just six years later. Tinn had a successful career from the 1520s until his death in 1546, as chief kitchen clerk of Henry VIII, one of the masters of the royal family. He spent years comparing different versions of Chaucer's work, and chose 41 plays for publication. Although there were questions about
the authorship of some of the material, there is no doubt that this was the first comprehensive look at Chaucer's work. The works of Geffrey Chaucer, published in 1532, were the first edition of Chaucer's collected works. His editions of Chaucer's works in 1532 and 1542 were the first major contribution to
the existence of the widely recognized Chaucerian canon. Thynne presents his publication as a book by the authors and support of the King, who was praised in the foreword by Sir Brian Took. Canon Tinna brought the number of apocryphal works related to Chaucer to 28, even if it was not his intention.
As with Pineson, once included in The Works, pseudographic texts remained with these works, regardless of the intentions of their first editor. The beginning of a knight's tale - the first fairy tale Chaucer's Canterbury Tales - from Elsmir's manuscript, the early 15th century In the 16th and 17th centuries,
Chaucer was printed more than any other English author, and he was the first author to assemble his work in a comprehensive one-volume edition in which Chaucer's canon began to meet. Some scholars argue that the 16th-century editions of Chaucer set a precedent for all other English authors in
terms of presentation, prestige and success in print. These publications certainly established Chaucer's reputation, but they also began the complex process of reconstruction and often invent Chaucer's biography and canonical list of works that were attributed to him. Perhaps the most important aspect of
the growing apocryph is that, starting with Tinne's publications, it began to include medieval texts that made Chaucer appear as the proto-Protestant Lollard, most notably the Covenant of Love and the Tales of Plowman. Like Chaucerian works that were not considered apocryphal until the late 19th
century, these medieval texts enjoyed a new life, with English Protestants carrying out a previously Lollard project of appropriating existing texts and authors who seemed sympathetic or malleable enough to be interpreted as sympathetic-to their cause. The official Chaucer of the early printed volumes of
his work was interpreted as proto-protestant, as the same was done, simultaneously, with William Langland and Pierce Ploman. The famous tale of Plowman did not enter the works of Tinne until the second, 1542, edition. His entry was undoubtedly facilitated by the inclusion of the Tinne Covenant of
Love by Thomas Uske in the first edition. The covenant of Love imitates, borrows from, and thus resembles the modern Usk, Chaucer. (The covenant of love also seems to be borrowed from Pierce Plowman.) Since the Covenant of Love mentions his authorial role in the failed plot (book 1, chapter 6), his
imprisonment and (perhaps) the abdication (perhaps Lollard) heresy, all this was related to Chaucer. (Usc himself was executed as a traitor in 1388.) John Fox took this rejection of heresy as a defense of true faith, calling Chaucer a right-wing Viklevian and (mistakenly) identifying him as a classmate and
close friend of John Wycliffe at Merton College, Oxford. (Thomas Speght carefully to emphasize these facts in his publications and his life Chaucer.) There are no other sources for the Covenant of Love - there is only the construction of Tinne any sources of manuscript that he had. John Stowe (1525-
1605) was an antique dealer and chronicler. His publication Chaucer's Works in 1561 brought apocryphal more than 50 titles. More were added in the 17th century, and they remained as late as 1810, well after Thomas Tyrwhitt pared the canon down in his version of 1775. Compiling and printing
Chaucer's works from the very beginning was enterprise, since it was intended to create an English national identity and history that is founded and authorized by the Tudor monarchy and the church. What was added to Chaucer often helped to represent him in Protestant England. An engraving by
Chaucer from Speght. Two upper display shields: Behind the pale argent and gules, bend counterchanged (Chaucer) that's in the bottom left corner: Gules, Three Catherine Wheels or (Roet, canting arms, French rouet and spinning wheel), and that in the bottom right corner displays Roet quarters Argent,
the main gules of the common lion's rampant double turn or (Chaucer) with the crest of Chaucer above: , Speght (probably taking signals from Fox) made good use of the fox to gather the largely fictional life of our learned English poet, Geffrey Chaucer. Speght's life presents readers with a former radical
in turbulent times just like their own, proto-protestant, who eventually came to his senses of the king's views on religion. Speght declares: In the second year of Richard's second, the king took Geffrey Chaucer and his land in his defense. The case of wherof undoubtedly was some daunger and trouble in
which he fell in favor of some reckless attempts of the common people . In a discussion of Chaucer's friends, namely John Gaunt, Spegt further explains: However, it seems that Chaucer was in some trouble in King Richard's second Dash, as may appear in the Lowe's Covenant: where Hee Dot strongly
complains about his own rash in the traceable sets, and their hatred for him for bewraying their purpose. And in this complaint, which he makes on his empty wallet, I find a written copy that I had Iohn Stow (whose library hut helped many writers), which is ten times more adioined, then in print. Where he
makes great mourning for his wrongfull of stumbling, wanting death to end his daies: which in my doth iudgement is largely consistent with that in Loue Covenant. Moreouer we find it this way in the record. Later, in The Argument to the Covenant of Love, Speght adds: Chaucer made a compilation of this
booke as a consolation for himself after great grief conceiued for some reckless attempts at common use, with whome he ioyned, and thus was at bay to lose the fauour of his best friends. Speght is also the source of the famous tale of Chaucer, fined for beating a Franciscan monk on Fleet Street, as well
as a fictional coat of arms and a lyoch tree. Ironically - and perhaps deliberately so - the introductory, apologetic letter in the Speght edition from Francis Beaumont protects the unseemly, low, and lustful bits in Chaucer from an elite, classicist stance. Francis Tinn noted some of these inconsistencies in his
animade, insisting that Chaucer was not and he objected to the history of beating the monks. However, Tinne himself emphasizes Chaucer's support for popular religious reform, linking Chaucer's views to his father William Tinn's attempts to include The Tale of Plowman and Pilgrim's Tale in works of 1532
and 1542. The myth of the Protestant Chaucer continues to have a lasting impact on a large number of Chowzer scholarships. While it is extremely rare for a modern scholar to suggest Chaucer supported a religious movement that did not exist until more than a century after his death, the predominance
of this thinking for many centuries left him for granted that Chaucer was at least hostile to Catholicism. This assumption is a significant part of many critical approaches to Chaucer's work, including neo-Marxism. Along with Chaucer's works, John Fox's Acts and Monuments is the most impressive literary
monument of the time. As with Chaucer, he was critical of English Protestant identity and included Chaucer in his project. Foxe's Chaucer both derived and contributed to the print editions of Chaucer's works, particularly pseudepigrapha. Jack Alands was first published in Foxe's Acts and Monuments, and
later appeared in the Speght edition of Chaucer's works. Speght's life chaucer echoes Fox's own account, which itself depends on previous editions that have added The Covenant of Love and The Tale of Plowman to its pages. Like Chaucer Speght, Chaucer Foxe was also an astute (or lucky) political
survivor. In its 1563 edition, Fox thought it was not out of season... To a couple ... some mention of Jeffrey Chaucer with the discussion of John Coulette, a possible source for John Skelton's character Colin Clout. Probably referring to the Law of 1542 on the development of true religion, Fox said that it is
a miracle to consider ... as bishops, condemning and abolishing all sorts of English books and treatises that could lead people to any light of knowledge, still allowed Chaucer's works to remain in place and be occupied; which is no doubt seen in religion as much as even we do now, and uttereth in their
works no less, and seemeth to be right Wicklevian, otherwise never was. And that, all his works almost, if they are carefully advised, will testify (albeit done in hilarity, and secretly); and especially the last end of his third book of the Covenant of Love ... In this case, except for the man being quite blind, he
can espy it to the fullest: though in the same book (as in all the others he useth do), under the shadow secretly, as under the visor, he suborneth of truth in the sort, as privily it can profit pious minded, and yet not be espied out by a cunning opponent. And so bishops, be like, taking his work, but for jokes
and toys, condemning other books, but his books to read. Spine and title John Urri's edition of Chaucer's complete work Is important, too, that the discussion of Fox Chaucer brings to its story the Reformation of the Church of Christ in the time of Martin Luther, when the Seal, being open, incontinencely
charring the church tools and tools of learning and knowledge; which were good books and authors who before lay hid and unknown. The science of printing to be found, immediately followed the grace of God; which stirred up a good wit aptly to understand the light of knowledge and judgment: by which
the light darkness began to be espied, and the ignorance to be discovered; truth from error, religion from superstitions to be discernible. Fox downplays Chaucer's lewd and loving letter, insisting that all this is indicative of his piety. The material that causes anxiety is considered metaphorical, while the
more ebby-like satire (which Fox prefers) is taken literally. John Urri published the first edition of Chaucer's complete works in Latin, published posthumously in 1721. Included were several tales, according to the editors, first-time printed, a biography of Chaucer, a glossary of old English words, and
reviews by authors writers about Chaucer dating back to the 16th century. According to A.S. G. Edwards, this was the first collected edition of Chaucer, which was printed in the Roman type. In Chaucer's life, attached to that was the work of the Rev. John Dart, corrected and revised by Timothy Thomas.
The glossary was also mostly composed by Thomas. The text of Urry's publication was often criticized by subsequent editors for his frequent speculations, mainly to match his sense of Chaucer's meter. The fairness of such criticism should not overshadow his achievements. His first edition of Chaucer for
almost a hundred and fifty years to consult with any manuscripts and is the first since that William Tinn in 1534 sought to systematically collect a significant number of manuscripts to create his text. It is also the first edition, offering descriptions of manuscripts of Chaucer's works, and the first to print the
texts of Gamelyn and the Tale of Ceres, works attributed, but not to Chaucer . The modern scholarship statue of Chaucer, dressed as a Canterbury pilgrim, at the corner of Best Lane and high street, Canterbury Although Chaucer's work has long been admired, serious scientific work on his legacy began
only in the late 18th century, when Thomas Tihiritt edited Canterbury tales, and it did not become an academic discipline until the 19th century. Scholars such as Frederick James Fournivall, who founded the Chaucer Society in 1868, initiated the creation of diplomatic editions of Chaucer's main texts, as
well as a thorough study of Chaucer's language and prosody. Walter William Skiat, who loves was closely associated with the Oxford English Dictionary and created the basic text of all Chaucer's works with his publication published by Oxford University Press. Later editions of John H. Fisher and Larry D.
Benson offered additional clarifications, as well as critical comments and bibliography. With text questions largely addressed, if not resolved, attention turned to Chaucer's issues of themes, structure and audience. The Chaucer Review was founded in 1966 and retained its position as the outstanding
journal of Chaucer Research. In 1994, the literary critic Harold Bloom ranked Chaucer among the greatest Western writers of all time, and in 1997 laid out William Shakespeare's duty to the author. The list of works following the main works are in rough chronological order, but scholars are still arguing
about the dating of most of Chaucer's works and works compiled from a collection of short stories may have been compiled over a long period. Major works Translation of the Roman de la Rose, perhaps still, as Romaunt Rose Book Duchess House of Fame Anelida and Arcite Parlement fouls Translation
Boethius'Consolation philosophy, as Boece Troilus and Criseyde Legend of good women Canterbury Tales Treatise on Astrolabe Short Poems Balade , His Own Scriwain (controversial) Complaint to pity complaint Chaucer on his purse complaint Mars Complaint Mars Venus complaint against his lady
former Age of Fortune Gentilessa Lac of Stedfastnesse Lenva de Chaucer Scogan Lenvoy in Rosemounde Truth Womanly Noblesse Poems of dubious authorship against women not opposing Balad's complaint Complaynt D'Amours Merciles Beaute Of the Planets - a rough translation of a Latin work
derived from Arabic work of the same name. This is a description of the construction and use of the planetary equator, which was used in calculating planetary orbits and positions (at that time it was believed that the Sun revolves around the Earth). A similar treatise on Astrolabe, usually unconscionable in
Chaucer's work, in addition to Chaucer's name as a gloss on the manuscript, is the main evidence for Chaucer's subscription. However, the evidence Chaucer wrote such a work is questionable, and as such is not included in Riverside Chaucer. If Chaucer did not compose this work, it was probably
written by a contemporary. Works supposedly lost from Wreched Engendrynge Mankinde, a possible translation of Innocent III's De miseria conditionis humanae Origenes on the Maudeleyne Book of Leune - The Book of The Lion is mentioned in Chaucer's rebuttal. He suggested that it might have been
Guillaume de Machaut's editorial of Dit dou Lyon, a story about court love (the subject of Chaucer often wrote). False works Tale of Pilgrim - written in the 16th century with many Chocerian allusions to The Tale of Plowman or The Ploughman's Complaint - the satire Lollard is later appropriated as the
Protestant text of Pierce Credo Of Ploughman - Lo Satire, later assigned by the Protestants to The Tale of pajar - her body is largely a version of Thomas Hokkli's Point de Beat Virginia La Belle Dame Sans Merci - often attributed to Chaucer, but in fact a translation of Richard Roos from Alain Chartier's
poem The Covenant of Love - in fact Thomas Usk Jack Upland - Lollard 15th century All Hegoria Derivative works God Spede Plough - Borrows twelve stanzas Of the Tales of the monk Chaucer See also Poetry portal literature portal Chaucer (surname) Mid-English literature Poet-diplomat References -
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